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Vapor intrusion involves the migration 

of chemical vapors in the soil and 

groundwater to enter buildings through 

foundation cracks and joints.  Sometimes 

vapor intrusion can result in long-term 

exposure of contaminants at harmful 

levels.

• Affects maybe 1/4 of the estimated inventory of 500,000 US brownfields sites.

• New EPA Guidance as of June 2015. 

• States regulate, but often very different standards in use. 

• Also jurisdictional issues - who is in charge- OSHA? EPA? State?

• No agreement on site investigation practices.

• Limited use of quantitative modeling- very fieldwork based, empirical.  



From Eklund, Folkes, Kabel, Farnum, in EM, 2007.



Key documents on PVI



The extent to which this natural biodegradation process 

restricts PVI, however, is not fully addressed in 

current guidance documents. Thus, regulatory agencies, 

consultants, and industry are wasting both money and 

time on PVI evaluations using traditional VI approaches 

that in most cases are not necessary and rarely lead to 

vapor control.

Vertical Separation Distance for dissolved phase: 5 feet

For LNAPL free product: 15-18 feet

(EPA Guidance 6-15 feet)

Lateral Separation Distance: 30 feet

The Opinion of the ITRC



EPA Screening Model Approach

Based upon a 1-dimensional (1-D) model developed 

by Paul Johnson and Robbie Ettinger in 1991, based 

on earlier Radon work of Nazaroff and others. 

Everything leaving the source 

enters the house- unrealistic, but a 

consequence of 1-D.
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Still a 1-D approach,

but includes biodegradation

Related approaches include

the BioVapor model (API) and 

PVIScreen from EPA 

(see Chapter 5 of ITRC Guidance)

Problem-1D models

cannot predict an

“oxygen shadow”

(see Yao et al. 2014,

Verginelli et al.2016

Jl. Haz. Matls.)

Biodegradation requires 

oxygen and moisture



Advanced Modeling Approaches
Abreu and Johnson (2006)- finite element CFD.

Brown University -a finite element computational package 

(Comsol) used to describe transport processes. 

1. Solve for soil gas flow through soil (Darcy’s Law). 

2. Solve for both oxygen and petroleum species transport via advection and diffusion, including biodegradation

3. Indoor air concentration is calculated using the species flow rate into the structure.

Hydrocarbon

Profiles

Oxygen

Profiles



Comparison of BioVapor 1D

results to predictions

from 3D model of Abreu 

and Johnson

(see Yao et al. 2014, 

Jl. Haz. Matls.)

1D models overpredict

benefit of biodegradation

due to neglect of possible

oxygen shadow

Does not mean 1D screening models necessarily wrong,

but need to be careful in establishing conditions. 



Predicted location of the aerobic/anaerobic boundary

for 20m x 20 m slab-on-grade 3 m above indicated 

dissolved HC source concentration.

Verginelli et al. Jl. Haz. Matls. 2016 



How far is far enough??

Lowell and Eklund, 2004

Solved simple 2-D  

Laplace Equation

Echoed in various guidance documents, but challenged by 

Abreu and Johnson, 2005 for homogeneous soils.  



Low permeability top layer

Cindoor/Csource = 0.0185

High permeability 

top layer

Cindoor/Csource = 0.29



This study showed

that 6-7 m lateral

separation is

sufficient.

In fact for low 

petroleum GW 

concentrations 

(<5 mg/L) 

virtually no 

lateral separation

is needed. Note- no surface capping!



Comparison of HC

profiles with and

without 30 m paved

zone around 

building (no biodeg.)

Yao et al. 

Jl. Haz. Matls. 2015



New Spreadsheet Tool for PVI Screening



PVI2D Toolkit based upon

“A Two-Dimensional Analytical Model of

Petroleum Vapor Intrusion”

by Y. Yao, I. Verginelli and E.M. Suuberg

Water Resources Research, 2016



Well established that biodegradation can play a 

significant role in reducing the hazard presented

by vapor intrusion of petroleum derived contaminants.

Recommended screening distances are based

upon large amount of actual field data.

Still, need to be cautious in applying simple rules of thumb 

where “oxygen shadow” might be possible.

New 3D modeling tools and simple 2D approximations 

will be more reliable for predicting real situations.    

Summary


